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The NYT falsely warned of Russian meddling to re-elect Trump that hasn’t occurred.
Nor does any evidence suggest it’s coming ahead. Earlier accusations of Moscow electoral
interference to help Trump defeat Hillary in 2016 were bald-faced Big Lies.
Not a shred of evidence suggests Russian election meddling occurred in the US or anywhere
else — a longstanding CIA/NED specialty in dozens of countries worldwide throughout the
post-WW II period.
Carnegie Mellon University’s Institute for Politics and Strategy researcher Dov Levin earlier
documented 81 times Washington meddled in foreign elections from 1946 – 2000 – since
then in Afghanistan, Iraq, Libya, Ukraine, Honduras, Paraguay, Brazil, and elsewhere,
unsuccessfully in Venezuela, Iran and Russia.
In his book titled “Demonstration Elections,” the late Edward Herman documented US
involvement in orchestrating sham Dominican Republic, El Salvador and Vietnam elections,
wanting regimes installed that serve US interests.
The same thing goes on in countless other countries, electoral coups masquerading as
democracy in action, an abhorrent notion Washington tolerates nowhere, especially not
domestically.
According to a Times report with no credibility, US intelligence oﬃcials “warned (that)
Russia was interfering in the 2020 campaign to try to get President Trump re-elected…”
No evidence was cited because none exists. The anti-Trump Times, still furious over his
defeat of media darling Hillary, loves to resurface the Big Lie that won’t die.
Reportedly House Intelligence Committee members were briefed by US intelligence oﬃcials
on February 13.
According to the Times, lawmakers were told earlier of Russian US election meddling — no
evidence presented suggesting it. Without it, accusations are groundless.
So-called “new information” that doesn’t exist about Moscow intending to interfere in
primaries and the general election this year indicates lots more of this rubbish to come in
the run-up to November.
Last April, Robert Mueller’s witch hunt report exposed the Russiagate hoax by revealing no
damning evidence because there was none to ﬁnd.
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Cooked up by Obama’s Russophobic CIA director John Brennan, it was one of the most
shameful chapters in US political history.
Mueller’s 19-lawyer team, 40 FBI special agents, intelligence analysts, forensic accountants,
and other professional staﬀ spent around $25 million.
They issued 2,800 subpoenas, 500 search warrants, almost 50 orders authorizing use of pen
registers, 13 requests to foreign governments for evidence, over 230 orders for
communication records, interviewed about 500 individuals, and made 34 politicized
indictments on dubious charges unconnected to his mandate.
When all was said and done, Mueller’s team discovered nothing connected to phony
allegations of possible Trump team/Russia collusion to triumph over Hillary, no collusion, no
obstruction of justice, no evidence of Russian US election meddling.
Why would Russia or any other country interfere in America’s political process when
outcomes are always the same!
Dirty business as usual always wins, how duopoly rule works under a one-party system with
two extremist right wings.
Earlier claims by the DNI and CIA that Putin personally ordered a campaign of US election
meddling to favor Trump over Hillary in 2016 were rubbish.
Yet the Big Lie reared its ugly head in this year’s race for the White House — once again, no
evidence backing phony accusations because none exists.
The Russophobic Times is front and center promoting what has no credibility — its own long
ago lost.
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